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Utah e-WIC 
All Vendor Stores Call 

6/22/2020 – 2:30 PM MDT 
 

MINUTES 
 
 
I. Welcome and Introductions:                  JoDell Geilmann-Parke  

A. Good Afternoon to those who could join us on our call!  We appreciate all you do for us! 

II. Vendor Training Schedule – Subject To Change: 

a) We are starting the second week of July (July 7th to July 22).  Please see the schedule below 
for specific stores/counties. 

b) The dates are pretty well set but not set in stone.  Times are to be determined.  And our 
platform will most likely be Google Meet.  So that means that anyone participating in the 
trainings will need to have access to a computer to be able to see the PowerPoint 
presentation and participate in the meeting. 

• Does Anyone Have Any Questions About The Vendor Training?   
Question:  For Google Meet most of our stores can receive videos but most of them don’t have cameras.  
Will there be call in numbers that they can use to engage with the meeting?   
Answer:  Yes, they can call in.  We just need them to have a screen somewhere so they can see the 
information that is being presented.  That call in option will be available to you in the invites.    

 

Vendor Training Schedule: 

July 7 – Corporate Trainers (Associated Food Stores Inc., Harmon’s, WINCO, Rancho Markets, Reams) 

Weber/Morgan County (22), Summit County (6) 

July 8 – Kroger Corporate 

July 9 – Corporate Trainers (Walmart) Davis County (25) 

July 14 – Store owners/managers/trainers Bear River HD (15) and Tooele County (6) 

July 15 – Store owners/managers/trainers Salt Lake County (94) 

July 16 – Store owners/managers/trainers Utah County (37) 

July 21 – Store owners/managers/trainers Wasatch County (4) and Tri-County HD (8) and Southeast HD (11) 

July 22 –Store owners/managers/trainers Central HD (18), Southwest HD (28), San Juan County (4) 

July 28 –MobiWIC Stores (9) 
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III. Proposed Timeline for the  e-WIC Rollout 

June thru 
August 15 

There are no changes to the e-WIC Timeline since the last time we met.  June thru August 
15th L2 and L3 Certifications are being conducted and completed.   

Thru July 
Through July, all of our Vendor Trainings will be happening.  We are still following a remote 
“train-the-trainer” model.  We will train your essential personnel and they will take that back 
to all of your store teams.   

Thru August 
Through August all of the in-store trainings will happen.  So anyone who attends the training 
with JoDell in July will then be teaching the trainings in August and of course, we are always 
here to support you in any way we can!   

Sept 1st On September 1st we will start our pilot stores rollout to Weber, Morgan, Davis and Summit 
Counties.  We will run that pilot through October.   

Oct 19 thru 
Dec 2nd 

October 19th through December 2nd we will roll out to the rest of the state and it will come 
in waves and we will let you know which counties will be involved in those two waves as we 
get a bit closer.  By November 2nd all of the state will be up and online using our e-WIC 
system.   

IV.  ECR/POS Systems &  Produce Mapping                                                              Rick Wardle  

a) A couple of years ago we did a survey to find out what store system or point-of-sale system each 
of your stores use.  You reported back to us.  And also the last time we did vendor agreements 
we had you list your stores point-of-sale system on there; we recorded that information on our 
end. 

• So we now want to make sure that if you have changed your point of sale system (if 
you’ve abandoned an old system, upgraded your system or bought a new system) please 
make sure we are aware of that!  We know what’s going on with the large chains, but if 
you are an independent store or a very small chain, you may have had some changes to 
your point of sale system since we had you report what system you had.   

• We don’t want to be surprised when we go to your store and you don’t have the system 
that we thought you had.  So make sure you are notifying us if you have those changes.  
You can contact JoDell or Lily through wicvendors@utah.gov or just call our program’s 
main phone number and you will be transferred to someone on our vendor team. 

A. Produce Mapping 

a) One of the critical elements that is being checked as Lily and Cheryll are in your stores doing 
this L3 certification is that they are checking to see if any of your produce that comes already 
bagged with a UPC on it has been correctly mapped to a PLU so that when it rings up at the 
register it is recognized as a WIC-approved food. 

b) We have put out a couple of e-WIC Alerts that tell you how to do the mapping.  But, do any 
of you have any questions about that? 

 

Question - from Cody from Ridleys.  Is there any way for us to get the APL to use that as kind of a 
baseline?  

mailto:wicvendors@utah.gov
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Answer - Angie said “If you have been sent your credentials, you should be able to download your 
APLs.”  Angie said they do have all the credentials and she thought they had all been sent out, but she 
will check on that.  But we can get those credentials to you so you can download an APLs file and check 
your PLUs also. 

a) Critical to the success of the program, if you're not updating regularly, things are not going to 
ring up the registers.  Everybody is going to be cranky and we'll see it on our end that you 
haven't downloaded that APL and then we'll start bugging you.  So, please just stay on top of 
that to make sure that your systems are all updated on a regular basis. 

B. If you need help with that mapping process, please call us, any of us can walk you through the 
produce mapping so please reach out to JoDell, Rick, Lily or Angie.  

C. We are going to do a little bit of training in advance of our online training, our remote training that 
we do together in July.  And this will just help us not have to spend three hours together in an 
online call. 

D. The Hot Card List 

b) The hot card list is an HCL.  And what that will do is it will tell you if a card has been hot 
carded at the clinic, if it's a good card or not.  If it's not a good card, it would be on that list 
and the participant would not be able to shop with it.  You’ll need to download within 48 
hours or every night so that you can be up to date with what Hot Card or what cards are on 
that Hot Card list in case a participant tries to buy a product with a card that they're not 
supposed to be using.  And your credentials will also do the APL and the HCL. 

V. Level 3 Certifications  

A. As mentioned before Lily is out doing L3 Certifications to make sure the stores electronic cash 
register system is or point-of-sale system is working to complete the WIC transactions and the files 
are being sent our processor (which is Solutran) who processes the transactions and then issues 
the payment back to the store for the items purchased in the transaction. 

Question:  This is Cody from Ridleys - I recall going through some of the emails that you sent us about 
the type of pen-pads that are on the approved list (we run ISS45 on our systems) and we currently have 
the Equinox L5300 (which was on that list), but we might be upgrading to the Lux 8500 is that on the 
approved list?  It wasn’t on the pdf file I was looking at earlier.   

Answer:  Neither Rick nor Angie has seen one used around the country; do you know of any other states 
who are using that pen pad?  Angie will do some checking and email you back with the answer. 

B. Utah e-WIC APL (Authorized Product List) – and Credentials   Angie Sorrells 

a) The APL is your Authorized Product List; we are recommending that all of our vendors will 
be able to download this APL at least within 48 hours or every night from our EBT Host 
Processor. 

C. All of you will be receiving credentials to be able to download the APL and the HCL on a nightly 
basis.  It’s an FTP protocol that you will have credentials to log into the FTP site and download the 
product list that can then be placed into your point of sale system to give you what the WIC 
product list is.   

a) The reason it’s so critical for you to do this is that when participants come through all of 
those products are listed in your point of sale system and approved by WIC.  It’s very 
important that you do this on a nightly basis! 

VI. Wrap Up                    JoDell Geilmann-Parke 
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A. Items you can expect to see from WIC in the coming weeks:             JoDell Geilmann-Parke 

Utah e-WIC Alert #6 –  
This alert will include some PRE-training vocabulary. 

Utah e-WIC Training Video – 
You should watch the video in advance of the state training.  It provides a general overview of the 
new program.  Utah e-WIC Training Video – You should watch the video in advance of the state 
training.  It provides a general overview of the new program.  You should also be getting a link or a 
copy of our e-WIC training video or vendor training video.  And we're hoping that you will please 
watch that video in advance of coming to our online time together.  It provides a general overview 
of the program and will help us all kind of start from a base level of understanding before we dig 
into our conversation that we'll have together in July. 

Utah e-WIC in-store training checklist - 
You can use this checklist to prepare and execute all the trainings that you will be doing in your 
stores.  So, it will just cover -- it will tell you exactly which e-WIC item, policies and procedures that 
we would like you to make sure that you cover with your staff and then a reminder to include any 
ECR or POS training with your cashiers 

Your credentials -  
Your credentials should be coming out to you within the next few weeks if you haven't received 
them yet.  Lily Zavala is really in charge of getting those credentials out.  But Angie can also assist in 
that area to get those credentials for you to get those product listings down. 

VII. The link to our website - 

A. The link to our website; wic.utah.gov.  Everything that we have sent to you we also put on our 
website.  So, if you happen to miss any of these calls, you can see the agenda.  You can access 
minutes.  You can see any of the alerts that have gone out, any of the reminders are all accessible 
right there so that you can reference anything that you may need to reference in preparation for 
your conversion to e-WIC. 

VIII. Our next call will be the 27th of July, which is actually after all of our training will happen remotely.  So, 
hopefully, we are in a completely different place and all ready to go for our conversion of the e-WIC. 

IX. Adjourn - the meeting adjourned at approximately 3:30 pm. 

 

Thank you so much for your time and your efforts and we look forward to continuing to work with you 
through e-WIC.  Have a great day everybody. 

    ‘   
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